Our Distinctiveness

College belongs to rural and tribal area where most of the population depends on
agriculture and farm working. Education is the most important tool for empowerment of any
section of the society. Previous to inception of our college the students of area were deprived of
higher education. Hence our President with an aim to provide quality based higher education to
empower youth through education. The college is conscious about the socio-economic
background of society and its need. Therefore, the college has addressed many issues in this long
journey from its establishment. Some of these can be mentioned here.
The College has been taking efforts to conduct various activities to increase
consciousness about patriotism, national identities, duties and rights and for promotion of
universal values. As per the need of time we arrange blood donation camps, flood hit rallies,
programme for demoralized farmers, providing free education to farmer suicide wards etc. The
college conducted ‘Gramgita’ rally in surrounding village to inculcate the importance of
‘gramswaraj’. We have also adopted one more scheme ‘dignity of labour’ for youth.
As mentioned above we have conducted various projects but one area of thrust that
remain our priority, is worthy to mention here is environment conservation and awareness. It is
one of our achievements as it has been supported by both students and society. It is not only
satisfying but also encouraging and bring feeling of happiness and piece of mind as it includes all
the stakeholders.. Activities taken in this project can be mentioned as followsDonation of Labour for Dignity of labour:
To create spirit of labour donation and its dignity the college initiated this activity for the
betterment of conservation in which both staff and students participate with true spirit. It also
brings spirit of equality and our social responsibility towards society.
Tree Plantation:
We consistently do plantation to involve society in it. We have taken many plantation
programmes inside and outside campus. Plantation has been done in our NSS adopted village in
which villagers participated with great enthusiasm and promised to look after plants.
Development of Garden:
Our college is surrounded with lush greenery one of our achievements and it is witnessed
by our college garden. Though there is acute water shortage in this area particularly in summer
season yet we manage to save it.
Lecture series on environment conservation:
We organize lectures and wall poster competitions are arranged so that its significance
can be inculcated. Experts on the subjects are invited to guide and throw light on the importance
of environment conservation.

Water Harvesting:
In Western Vidharbha rain is not consistent and there is always water shortage. Hence
water conservation is one of the measures to fulfill the need. So college has created water
conservation system in which rain water is preserved through different measures.
Pani Foundation (in collaboration with local Gram Panchayt):
We have worked with local self government in ‘Water cup competition’ sponsored by
film actor Amir Khan’s Pani Foundation. In this competition our village got second prize on
taluqa level.
Ran Bhajya va Aushadhivanaspati workshop:
Decreasing value of wild (forest) vegetable and herbal is one of great concern hence we
arranged exhibition on wild vegetable and herbal in which students participated with great
enthusiasm.
College Magazine concentrating on Environment conservation:
For the last three consecutive years we have been receiving awards from university for
our college magazine which centre rounds environment. That also shows our dedication towards
environment conservation.
Preparing Composed Fertilizer:
Besides being campaigning of natural resources we also prepared composed fertilizer by
waste material of campus and use it for our garden. Hence we need not any type of chemical
fertilizer for our plants.
Prohibition of Plastic and Use of Paper Bag:
Free plastic campus is one of our missions as it has all ready done irrecoverable. As
alternative of plastic bags we campaign for paper bags and students and staff are advised to avoid
plastic use. We have arranged a workshop on the subject in which it was practically
demonstrated to prepare paper bags.
One of our achievements is that our students as well as society besides being nominal
participant actually work on filed for environment awareness. Thus message spreads from unit to
unit. We can save environment by making people aware of it.
Small initiative taken by college has brought quite satisfying results and has been
increasing day by day. We believe that it is our responsibility towards nation and duty towards
globe. Hence we think that we have succeeded to some respect in our mission to “Save the
Earth Today to Survive Tomorrow.”

